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You may recall I commented
on my lack of ride-outs in my
last editorial. Well I’m pleased
to report that I did make it to
Midnight Madness which was
another great success.
I was lucky to be invited to
the first of a series of events taking place at the
Lacehouse, Nottingham, on 13 September to launch
some of the new models in the 2016 line up. The
focus was on the new Street ® 750 and the updated
versions of the Iron 883™ and Forty Eight®.The
Street is an all new bike with a new water cooled
60 degree engine (see cover) which allows the bike
to be lower compared to a 45 degree engine. The
later two have various changes including improved
suspension.
Following a presentation we were taken by minibus
to Robin Hood HD where a number of each model
with just delivery mileage awaited us. I was able to
ride all three and was very impressed with them all.

Paul

editor@hogsbackchapteruk.org
Deadline for The Winter issue is
Friday 27h November.

Wow! What a Rally! As the programme said, it’s
been a long and twisty ride to migrate what is a
premier UK HOG event to Hickstead, but the five
Chapters did it - and thank you all so much who
were able to support it by coming along. We had to
brave a bit of rain on Friday (you should have seen
it the previous day!) but it all cleared for a glorious
Saturday and Sunday.
It is, of course a huge team effort by many people
from all five host Chapters (1066, Hogsback, Invicta,
Oxford and Thames Valley). However, the enthusiastic commitment from Hogsback Chapter members
leaves me utterly inspired and - I have to say - very
proud.
Our Chapter was at the centre of so much.
Registration, Information, the bands (weren’t
T.Rexstasy and JoanovArc just great?!), the LOH
ride-out, the Saturday ride-out, Rally branding,
publicity, sponsorship and Treasurer - all under our
stewardship. We also supported other functions like
Demo Rides, Banding, fire-marshalling and Incident
Control. We were very busy - but we found time to
seriously enjoy ourselves too! 40 or so bikes on the
all-female LOH ride featured the most amazing ‘My
Little Pony’ outfits - such creativity! The rain that
greeted the ladies did not dampen spirits and they
all returned safely for cakes and bubbly.
The Saturday ride-out was a triumph again. With
slick and highly skilled riding from the Hogsback
Road Crew, we marshalled 175 bikes to lunch and
back through country lanes and delightful scenery.
Did you know that there are European Chapters that
come to SofER specifically to experience this ride?
It was a great pleasure to receive so many congratulatory comments both from these and many UK
Chapters, who have clearly never experienced anything like it and for whom it was apparently the most
awesome ride they have been on. Good - that’s
what we hoped they’d say!
On Saturday evening, Steve Routh and Des Grundy
- ably assisted by Ita - really stepped up to the plate
with the Chapter BBQ. They served up a feast that
was most attractively presented. The combination
of food, friends and fabulous weather made for a
great event and we were pleased to be joined by
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Marj Rae, UK HOG Manager, who was equally
impressed.
Later, on the Lind Stage, Marj presented Iron Hog
awards - including some to Hogsback Chapter
members, as well as the National Chapter Challenge
award for the most miles by an individual, which
went to Axel Thill. A most impressive and headline making achievement. This followed an award
earlier in the day to Delia Cordell for Best Trike
in the Ride-In Show. But we were not done yet,
because Dell and Wendy’s daughter Jennifer picked
up another Chapter Challenge Cup for our GH-D
display case - a major win that kept us within striking
distance of second placed Invicta. 1066 once again
walked out of the Rally as Challenge Winners. We
will get them sooner or later!
Behind the scenes, Clive created a sleek and
modern new look for the Rally, designing the tickets,
pins, patches, logos, programme and publicity
material, while Paul Bromley served as the Rally
Treasurer while persuading his company to sponsor
the Shuttlebuses. Meanwhile, Carl’s company
part-sponsored the Chapter Challenge games.
The overwhelmingly positive feedback of a great
many SofER 2015 rally goers has convinced us the
twisty ride to Hickstead was worth it. And the many
constructive suggestions for making it better next
year (more food choices, real ale, bigger main tent
etc) are being collected for full consideration at the
debrief meeting in November. If you have anything
to add, please let me know either in person or by
emailing feedback@sofer.uk.com
Hogsback’s commitment, enthusiasm, achievements, and skills make me very proud indeed to
be part of this Chapter. And the continued, highly
active involvement of our committed and generous
dealership makes it all that easier for us to do the
amazingly good job that we all do.
Thank you so much to all the Hogsback folk who
volunteered - and thank you to everyone else who
made their contribution by coming along. We are
already looking forward with lots of ideas to SofER
2016!
Dik Gregory
Director and Road Captain
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Assistant Director

Guildford H-D

Dell Evans

Toby Sleeman
Hey Everyone,

Dell’s little bits

Here’s hoping you have all had a brilliant summer!
We want to say thank you to everyone for popping in
to see us over the last few months and sharing your
photos with us whether it was in store or online, we
love seeing what you have been up to and where
your rides have taken you!

T

his newsletter I’m not gonna bore
you as usual with a load of stat’s
on rides done and to do – nuff said
we have done a load and there’s not
many left until the end of the year.
Instead I’m gonna bore you with my
experience of two of the rallies.
Euro Rally in Spain. Quite a few
chapter members attended what
was a disappointment in terms of the
event itself. Mainly due to the lack of
atmosphere caused by a distinct lack
of people on site. For those that did
attend rest assured the chapter has
given feedback and HOG have noted
there needs to be a change next year. However the
ride there and back was truly living the dream, great
empty roads and we stayed in some fabulous locations – Spain is really cheap at the moment!
Then there was SofER – lots of people with a great
atmosphere going on day & night. A big thank you to
Steve & Des who did us proud with the BBQ – their
first year doing it and they will be press ganged for
next year.

There’s no need to feel sad this September that
summer is coming to an end as we have so much
to fill you in with and plenty of events coming up to
keep you all super busy! As you will all be aware the
annual Model Year 2016 launch is on its way. This
year we have some very exciting new features on
our legendary bikes and we also have some new
additions to the Harley-Davidson family line up.
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If you haven’t seen on our social media pages and
on our website; Harley-Davidson are running a

riding it again a couple of days beforehand due to a
road closure.
Those that attended where full of praise and no
doubt we will be inundated next year with bookings.
In addition so many of you helped out with manning
reception with Wendy, escorting Demo rides with
1066, putting up the Marquees, and a host of other
activities – THANK YOU ALL and you even made
the rain go away on Saturday.
So by the time this newsletter is being read I will
be starting on next year’s planning.
We are holding the planning meeting
earlier than usual this year on 14
November. The hope is to have the
weekend away rides out to you prior
to Christmas and the full program
released at the January club night. I
am starting to get suggestions and
ideas coming in, if they are really
good rest assured I will nick them and
claim I thought of them (only joking)
so if you have any email me via the
web site or bend the ear of one of the
road crew and get them to take it on
as a ride.
Ride safe

I must also mention the effort put in by the road
crew for the Saturday ride out. The route was
planned and practised even to the extent of a full
practise ride by all available the weekend prior
before making alterations and some of the team

The weekend after that - Saturday 26th September
is our big launch party! Of course the day wouldn’t
be the same without our chapter members so this
is why I am writing to you guys in advance to make
sure you are able to make it! The day will include
live entertainment, food and a massive party to
celebrate Harley-Davidson and the awesome new
launch. There will be exclusive offers on this day
on Parts, MotorClothes and of course we can sort
you out with sweet deals on all our new and used
motorcycles.

Dell Evans
Assistant Director, Road Captain and
Ride Co-Ordinator

We are holding 2 events to celebrate the launch
of the MY16 bikes. Our first event will be on Friday
18th September-19th September for the Street 750
test ride weekend. The street 750 is an all new
motorcycle to the UK and we think it’s so awesome
it deserves its own weekend to be introduced to you
all. We are already taking bookings for test rides and
can’t wait for you to see the new sensation!

competition this September. For all of you in the
Chapter this would be an amazing prize. They are
offering one lucky winner the chance to win a trip
to California. You will then design your own dream
Dark Custom motorcycle with the one and only
Dias Nagao and they will create it for you to keep!
All you have to do to be in with a chance of winning
is take a test ride on one of the new Dark Custom
motorcycles.
I hope you can all make it to both events because.
If any of you would like to book for a test ride on
the Street 750 or to enter the test ride competition
please do ring one of the guys (Lieber, Steve, Russ
or Mike) on: 01483 667926 and we will get you
booked in.
We are very excited for what September holds for us
at Guildford Harley-Davidson and can’t wait for you
to all be a part of it too.
Best Wishes,
Toby Sleeman
Dealer Principal
Hogsback News Spring 2015
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Head Photographer

Safety Officer

Axel Thill

Carl Christensen

E

ach time I am reminded by our editor Paul that
it’s time (and I am late) to write my contribution
to the Newsletter, the first thing I do is read the last
one, at my age a necessary step to be reminded
what one said and did not say. I was surprised
how long ago that was, Magic Bike, HOG
Puerto Sherry, Eagles Nest and SofER did not
happen yet, though by now these great rides
are already distant memories. What a relief
that we have the photo galleries to relive them
again.
Special to me was the Eagles Nest ride, again
organised in great detail and accuracy by my
friend Robin - with a little help from his German
friend. It was special for many reasons, its
distance and group size, its extremely high
temperatures and lovely twisty roads in the Alps and
its historical background. 3rd Reich history is not
my strength, thinking of it, it seems my “European
focused” education in Brussels and Luxembourg
had a stronger common future approach then a
detailed reflection on the past. This could also be
seen at the Eagles Nest itself, which is basically
a busy restaurant on the top of a mountain with a
golden elevator, with very little memorabilia. That is
by design, and only official authorised Tour Guides
are allowed to take groups to the top, all to avoid the
historical Eagles Nest becoming a meeting place for
far right sympathisers.

but on the vast and empty rally grounds we unfortunately never managed to meet with all Hogsback’s
present. But we managed a Gruppenfoto for Robin
with 6 Hogsback rockers and my six-pack on

display.
After a yearlong break, SofER was back, and in
great style. Fantastic bands each evening, the Lind
Music Stage was packed with more dancing and
singing visitors each evening then on any day in
Puerto Sherry on its 2 stages combined. Fantastic!
Although the colourful LOH ride out with its Little
(and wet) Ponies was forced to return early due to
torrential rain, the party kept going and the awards
flowing - with a very special one handed over by
Marjorie Rae to me.
All in all, SofER provided again the best of
all backgrounds and motives for hundreds of
beautiful pictures, which you can all admire in
our many SofER galleries.

Hi all

N

othing too heavy this time - just a very big pat
on the back for our very own Hogsback Chapter
Road Crew who showed great discipline marshalling
over 150 bikes at SofER this year. Not only safely
but with a slick precision that shows Hogsback
are still the leaders in Road Crew Training of any
Chapter. To this end when you do go out on an official Hogsback ride you can be sure that whoever is
leading and assisting as rear sweepers knows what
they are doing and are there to make your ride as
enjoyable as possible.
I am really pleased to confirm that our very own
Assistant Director Robin passed his RoSPA
Advanced Motorcycle Test and was awarded a
Gold. I know others are in training with either IAM
or ROSPA and as always, I encourage everyone to
consider taking on some form of advanced motorcycle training. You have nothing to lose - and a lot to
gain.
I look forward to meeting all new members and their
pillions on Saturday 19th September at this year’s
final New Members Ride. Further details on our
Chapter website.
Question for yourselves: When was the last time you
checked your tyre pressures? Rear suspension air
pressure? Should be minimum every 2 weeks! Why?
Ask me at club night!

Remember when riding
Take opportunities and not chances.
Carl Christensen
Safety Officer and Road Captain
ROSPA Advanced Motorcycle Instructor (Diploma)
ROSPA Advanced Motorcycle Instructor Trainer

But the proudest moment at SofER was when
I realised on Sunday morning near Brighton to
what a great Road Crew I have the honour to
belong. Hogsback’s Road Crew performance
during Saturday’s ride-out was precise and
progressive, keeping the ride safe at all times
and flowing continuously for over 40 miles,
without any external support. Thank you.
I went with 3 friends to HOG Rally Puerto Sherry,
taking the long way in both directions, with fantastic
riding days in the Pyrenees and Picos de Europa.
We went to visit Oradour sur Glane, and stayed
at the famous Harry’s Bar - Route 66 Hotel near
Bussière-Poitevine, in Salamanca and Pamplona.
What a great ride. And the Rally? The highlight was
clearly the dinner organised by Wendy and Eileen,
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Its autumn, but 2015 is not over yet, great rides are
still in the pipeline, and parties all over the place,
with Blazin’ Twenties at the end of September and
our very own EOS in November. Maybe a sober
October in between will do good?
Axel Thill
Head Photographer and Road Captain
Hogsback News Spring 2015
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Ladies of Harley

Lincoln
31st July - 2nd August Lynn Ford

Ruth Palmer

W

ell Ladies we have had a good season with
plenty of interesting rides and events, many
of you riding and helping others - great stuff. Not
to mention the Ladies “My Litttle Pony Ride” which
kick started the Rally this year at Hickstead - you all
made an effort to put on your tutus and tassels and
dress up your bikes too,

sound. Thanks to all those who came on the ride
and those who dressed up and helped organise the
after ride party.

L

We have started the Bring and Buy again for the
winter months so if any of can help set up and run
this some club nights please let me know.

However by the late 1st century the area was
pacified so the soldiers moved on and the fort was
abandoned. A new town was created on site. It was
Colonia, a settlement for retired soldiers, the word
Lindo means pool, so the Romans called the new
town Lindum Colonia, And that’s where the name
came from of our good friendly friends of Lindum
Colonia chapter.

We will have
another “Ladies
who Lunch” in
October - see
website later
for details. Also
a Spa Trip to
Bath. I will keep
you all posted.
Please let me
know if you
have ideas
for rides and
events next
year
Even though we got rained on (actually the heavens
opened) our spirits were not dampened and we had
a great ride through the Sussex countryside and
through Petwoth although not venturing to Cowdray
at Midhurst (home of Polo) as by then we were all
pretty drenched!! Still we made it back all safe and

See you all
at the end of season party if not on the last few
remaining rides.
Ruth Palmer
LOH Officer

incoln began as a Roman town. The Romans
conquered in 48AD and shortly afterwards they
built a fort on the site of Lincoln.

In later years it was corrupted and we know it as
Lincoln it’s a flourishing town, very flat with great
roads for bikers and pillions alike, green open
spaces and lots of fresh air mostly. A roads and no
rush here.
Great to visit the Shuttleworth trust and seeing
them moving the planes without taking Chris
Doody’s bike ape hangers into account - they are
so high the plane’s wing wouldn’t go over them.
A warm reception awaits us from the lovely Bill and
Marion Morris, on to the Battle of Britain memorial flight museum. Lots of planes, Avro Lancaster,
etc. Thanks to Steve Routh who was in the same
squadron as the guide we had full access to the
inner sanctum of the hanger.
We stop at the Bluebell Inn where the Dambusters
signed the ceiling (it’s in the film) and on to bikers
night at a local pub. You can even arrange your
funeral here “with a bike & hearse sidecar”, see
Bern Gordon who got a brochure for Charlie (a very
worried man).
The Bubble car museum, full of motoring memories
was a very interesting place. The Lindum Colonia
chaper arrive, great to ride with them. The sound of
the bikes, the twists & turns, great views for miles
and fresh air a dream.
We visited a windmill, Skegness lifeboats and
had fish & chips. Sun, sea and some lovely ladies
admiring the bikes. The journey home was via the
Ton Up Café biker meet on the A5, then tea by
the river at Windsor to end the weekend. Great
company and well planned trip Dell it was a blast
from the past in more ways than one.
Lynn Ford
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Benelux / Mons
12th to 14th June. Kim Jackman

W

oke to overcast skies and a little drizzle Friday
morning – not the best start to our first trip/
weekender!! Joined the rest of the ‘crew’ at Clacket
Lane Services – a quick hot drink and we were on
our way to the tunnel!! Cliff was our leader for the
weekend with support at the rear from Nick, Paul/
Sue and Chris.

We made our way to Mons Square, past La
Collégiale Sainte Waudru. The square was packed
with revellers enjoying the Friday night music……
wasn’t exactly to our taste (must be our age), but
Crippo seemed to be getting into it!! After a couple
of drinks we made our way back to the hotel, not
before a quick stop off at a local chippy!

After a very short trip through the tunnel we arrived
in very sunny Calais!! Cliff (or Cliff’s Sat Nav) took
us on a great scenic route to our lunchtime stop off
at Melle de Trevise in Saint Omer. Despite taking
the scenic route we arrived early and relaxed in
the sun until our tables were ready. The food and
hospitality was certainly worth the wait. We gorged
on meats, pasta, bread, salads and finished off with
either fruit salad or tiramisu…..or in some cases
BOTH!! Stuffed full we set off in the sunshine for
our hotel in Mons.

Saturday was slightly cooler and a little overcast, but
we were up and raring to go………first stop Mons
Harley Davidson shop!! We even had a tour of the
local Decathlon shop car park….thanks Cliff!!! Lots
of perusing and purchasing in the shop……like children in a sweet shop!! After all that shopping we all
needed a rest, so we took advantage of the upstairs
café.
Second stop was St Symphorien Commonwealth
War Graves Commission cemetery, where John
Parr and George Ellison are buried – they are considered to be the first and last British soldiers to die
in WW1. The cemetery is the final resting place of
the fallen soldiers from both sides of the conflict. A
poignant visit in beautiful surroundings.

Back to the hotel for a quick freshen up and then to
Mons square for a spot of lunch….some by bike and
some by foot. A few of us enjoyed sushi and others
went for DIY meat on a hot plate……cooked to perfection!! Relaxing in the square, enjoying great food
with great company in the sunshine….watching the
bikes come and go…..perfection!!

We all stocked up on baguettes from a lovely local
bakery to eat later, thanks to our in-house translator
Ian for his assistance. However, these baguettes
were too good to save and didn’t last long!!

Back to the hotel to freshen up and then on to the
expo for our inclusive mixed grill, plus some more
perusing of the trade stands. A few of us decided to
tag along for the night ride around Mons…..so back
to the bikes.
We gathered in the square waiting for the mass
departure at 10pm….after a short delay we were off,
led by Mons police on bikes in their bright orange
helmets. All roads were blocked off to other traffic
by the police/Mons chapter. It was an amazing experience to ride with so many other bikes. After about
an hour we arrived back to the expo just in time
for the fireworks. As firework displays go, this was
pretty good with an amazing climax.
Back to hotel to catch up with the others over a few
drinks, before retiring to our rooms………although a
few stayed up until the small hours!!!
Up early to pack before breakfast……we needed to
be ready to leave at 9:45 to get to the square ready
for the parade to arrive…..Simon and Jan kindly
offered to ride in the parade and carry the flag……
what happened to that broomstick??
Shortly after the parade arrived to the square we
mounted up and were on our way to the tunnel. We
agreed to stop off halfway for refreshments, petrol
and calls of nature and this happened to be in a little
place called Bailleul where we found a self-service
Esso. Needing refreshments a few set off to find
the local McDonalds without success. But then our
in-house translator saved the day again……..must
brush up on my French!!

Drop offs worked very well, but a couple of bikes
decided to take an extra tour of the Mons ring road,
whilst the rest of us checked in to the Congres Hotel
Mons Van der Valk. A leisurely freshen up (much
needed after the long ride in the baking sun) and
a few drinks before making our way, on foot, to the
Mons Lotto Expo – a stone’s throw from the hotel.
After registration we perused the trade stands,
listened to the band and some grabbed a burger,
whilst others chose the more comprehensive menu
of the hotel (wise move). After a few drinks back at
the hotel a select few ventured in to the centre of
Mons……on foot!! We really wanted to make the
most of the gorgeous weather……have we mentioned the sunshine?

Refuelled in every way, we set off to the tunnel, ably
lead by Cliff, who despite a couple of unorganised
tours of car parks and round-a-bouts, did a great job
in leading us (I’m sure he does it on purpose to keep
up his reputation).
During the very short trip back to Folkstone, we
all said our goodbyes ready to go our separate
ways……even though we were all heading in the
same direction!!
As I said earlier, this was our first trip/weekender
and we could not have had a better time. Amazing
weather, great food, lovely city and to top it all fantastic company. Thank you to everyone for making
this trip so great.
Kim Jackman
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Tour de Normandie

MY16 Launch
at the Lacehouse, Nottingham

rd

th

3 - 6 July. Lynn Ford
ell this was not my first trip with the Wood’s
and the lovely Hogsback chapter and will not
be my last. Our base was the fabulous hotel M, pool,
bar, sun and loungers nice chill out after the scenic
ride here.

W

Honfleur is an artist’s paradise, great shops,
everything you need quirky market, restaurants
along cobbled streets, churches and the quayside
where glorious houses jostle for position on the
quays.
So the fun begins. Saturdays ride to beautiful MontSt- Michelle, lovely place one of France’s most
recognizable landmarks with its monastery, from
which it draws its name, perched on a rocky inlet in
the midst of vast sandbanks. After a few problems
with traffic and a puncture it was well worth the visit.
Sunday, Batterie De Merville where they have
preserved the memory of the 9th Battalion The
Parachute Regiment. The story takes you into the
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fierce fighting that followed D.Day, On to Pegasus
Bridge. What happened here was amazing, the swift
taking of the D.Day bridges meant the 6th Airbourne
division could protect the eastern flank of the entire

landings.
After all that a lovely meal at La Parasole. Great
atmosphere. Then off for a spin on the Ferris wheel.
Well planned, interesting places, fabulous company,
so many laughs, scenic roads, Bikers Paradise and
after all that you can even head down to the beach.
Bliss.
Well it’s time to leave Honfleur but I will be back, it’s
a never ending story.
Lynn Ford

MY16 LAUNCH
13 SEPTEMBER 2015
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